The potential distribution is calculated in an ion lens, consisting of three parallel collinear slits in three parallel electrodes. The slit system is supposed to be infinite in the direction of the slits, so the problem becomes two dimensional in a plane perpendicular on the direction of the slits. In this plane the potential distribution is calculated by the method of conformal transformation.
The SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL transformation is used to map conformally the region between the projections of the electrodes of the slit system. It proves to be very simple to perform this transformation. Formulae are given for the case of an ion lens consisting of slits in three parallel plates. A series expansion and an iteration method are developed to find the necessary parameters. Both methods prove to be satisfactory if the slit widths are smaller than the distance to the neighbouring electrodes. Symmetrical lenses, not satisfying this condition will be treated in a second paper. In a third paper slit system will be treated with an arbitrary number of electrodes.
In the transformed region LAPLACE'S equation is solved, having as boundary conditions the potentials on the electrodes. In this way the exact potential distribution in the lens system is found. In a typical example the potential distributions are calculated along the axis for several potentials on the electrodes, together with the corresponding fields.
To compute the potential distribution in a lens system, LAPLACE'S equation
is to be solved. The boundary conditions are set by the potentials at the electrodes and the field strength at infinity. In literature only a few simple cases are treated.
E.g. HENNEBERG 1 and GLASER and HENNEBERG 2 treat the case of one thin electrode at zero potential, with the field strengths at infinity as boundary conditions, in which electrode they assume either an infinitely long slit or a circular hole. In the present paper multiple electrode configurations are treated. The electrodes and slits are assumed to be of infinite length, so the problem can be considered two dimensional in a plane perpendicular on the direction of the slits. As this boundary is rather complicated, the region between the projections of the slits is mapped conformally on the positive imaginary half of a complex plane, so that the electrode configuration falls along the real axis. This is the so called As the SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL transformation is suitable for any region bounded by straight lines, the method to be developed in this paper is quite generally applicable. We confine ourselves however, to lenses consisting of three slits in three parallel electrodes. The slits are assumed to be parallel with collinear centres, the connecting line being a line of symmetry of the lens system. § 1. Performance of the transformation
The thickness of the electrodes is neglected in the first instance to get the configuration of Fig. 2 . Let the slit widths be respectively 2 . 2 s2 and 2s3; the electrode distances n rl and n r2 . (6 2 -a 2 ) (6 2 -c 2 ) (6 2 -e-) 6, c, d , and e are real constants, satisfying the conditions a>b>c>d>e>0 .
These constants have still to be determined.
The following consideration shows, that the function (2) does indeed map the «-axis in the «'-plane on the electrode configuration:
If s lies on the positive u-axis, with s>a. the integrand is positive. If 5 decreases, then ds is negative, so x also decreases and the image of a point moving along the u-axis describes a line parallel to the real axis of the z-plane. For s = a the integrand changes sign and the image point will move along the same line parallel to the ar-axis in the opposite direction. For w-> 6 + 0 x goes to plus infinity. To avoid this difficulty the point in the zt-plane is assumed to describe a small semi-circle round s = b:
The corresponding change in the z-plane is given by The slit width of the first slit is given by
The two distances between the electrodes and the three slit widths furnish the five equations to determine a, 6, c, d, and e . § 2. Approximate solution
The equations to determine the parameters governing the conformal mapping are
From these five equations the five unknowns have to be solved, where it is known from the nature of the problem, that the unknowns are real and that a>6>c></>c>0. These last restrictions reduce the number of solutions to one. In this first paper the case will be considered, when the slits are smaller than the distances to the neighbouring slits.
To solve the system (3) we suppose 
The exact solution of these approximate equations is 
instead of s* Even more simply these results can be derived directly from the integral (2) using the assumption (4). This will be used in a subsequent paper. The assumption (4) corresponds to v 2 1 . If we suppose i>" 2 <l/10, this means that the slit widths 2 s <0,8 x the distances to the neighbouring slits. In most electron lenses this condition will be satisfied.
For symmetrical assemblies, where v 2 is no longer small, the corresponding values of a, b, c, d , and e will be calculated in a second paper. § 3. Higher approximations and exact solution Substituting the approximate solution (6) 
+W)-
In the appendix it will be proved, that in the series expansions of the parameters only terms in reappear.
In this way it is found:
In the same way the fourth order corrections are found to be (Table 1) These new values of a, 6, c, rf, and e, substituted in the right-hand terms of (9) furnish more accurate values of Si.2,3 and R\,V etc-I n practice, this iterating process converges quickly. In this process the correction terms (7) and (8) 
are not valid. § 4. Solution of Laplace's equation in the tt?-plane
We now have to solve LAPLACE'S equation in the «-plane, with the boundary condition the potential distribution along the real axis of the «-plane, corresponding to the given potentials of the electrodes. To achieve this, we discuss at first the potential distribution of Fig. 3 a: along the real axis of the tf-plane left of Q {q, 0) the potential is +1, right Near the main axis of the slit lens the potential distribution can be computed by series expansion:
In the case of a symmetrical potential distribution all odd derivatives are zero. According to (1)
by differentiation all even derivatives can be found:
So from the known potential distribution along the central line the potential near this line is given by: 
§ 5. Example
As an example we take the slit lens represented in Fig. 4 . The units are arbitrary.
From the values =0.5 ; s2 = 1; 63 = 0.75; rl = r2= ^ =0.954930
we get in the successive approximations (s. Table 2 ). Table 2 .
From these diverse approximations we get the following slit widths and electrode distances, using the formulae (3) (s. In Table 4 various potential distributions are given along the axis of the system, when the indicated electrode has the potential 1. When the electrodes have different potentials, the potential distribution is a linear superposition. In Table 5 the corresponding fields along the axis are given. In the second and last columns the case is given, when there are no potentials on the electrodes but a field of 1 unit of field strength is applied before resp. behind the lens. In the Figs. 5 and 6 the results are represented graphically.
This theory has been developed for lens systems with electrodes of infinitely small thicknesses. In most cases there is an equipotential in the neighbourhood of the infinitely thin electrodes corresponding in fair approximation to the form of the actual electrodes of finite thickness with rounded edges as indicated in Fig. 7 . Thus real cases can also be treated with this theory, if we change in the right way the position of the electrode, the slit width, and the potential of the electrode.
Potential along the axis. , b, c, d , and e can be replaced by Si, vi, v2, vs, and . If in the formulae (3) all parameters a, b, c, d , and e are multiplied by the same factor, also the quantities Sj, rt, 52, r2, and s, are multiplied by this same factor. where A-2n , B>n , etc. contain only even powers of the vn up to the order 2 n and &2n or 02/i etc. is the term of lowest order, having odd powers of one or more of the vn, this order thus being 2 n or 2 n + 1. Evaluating a' 2 , a 2 -b 2 , a 2 jb-, r1(6/a) 2m+1 , etc.
which are in fact the only expressions, occurring in the equations (3) after performing the series expansions for the logarithms, one will find that odd terms of the order 2 n or 2 n + l only enter as homogeneous first order expressions in a.2n , 62« etc. Equating all terms of this order to zero, provides:
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